Description of a “Stand Up” Formal floor plan at the

Amora Jamison Sydney
(BASED ON MOST COMMONLY REQUESTED OPTIONAL INCLUSIONS)

The guests will come up in the lifts to the lounge area, security
checkpoint at the entry as they arrive. The lounge will have
seating around the window side of the building so this can be a
quiet retreat area when they need it.
To the right, behind the angle of this
picture are their exclusive rest rooms.
Across the lounge, against the back wall
is their Media Wall with photo booth
(red area in the floor plan above).

PRE FUNCTION LOUNGE

MEDIA WALL WITH
PHOTO BOOTH

This is an ideal environment to mill around, meet friends, snap some
photos and retreat to later when the music is louder if you need
somewhere quieter to talk and relax.
There’s plenty of open space and leafy street views from the picture
windows.

Moving to the right of the floor plan, there are two sets of large doors
leading into the main ballroom, which would be separated into 2
sections of equal size.
One half set up “nightclub” style with a
combination of lounge seating, around the
edges of the dance floor with tall cocktail tables
and small nests of chairs with coffee tables.
There would be a stage with DJ at one end.
Around the edges of the room will be long rows
of normal seating.
TYPICAL DANCE ROOM

This room is where the louder dance music will be playing from around 8
pm onwards.

The second section of the ballroom will be set with banquet tables, all
dressed with clean white linen table cloths and banquet chairs in neutral
colours matching the rest of the room.
This will be where guests can bring their food
from the Finger-Food buffet and sit to enjoy that
while they also enjoy leafy street views from the
picture windows.

TYPICAL DINNER ROOM

While relaxing guests can watch the photo slide shows of their school
lives together playing on either of the big-screen projection systems in
both rooms that will be playing continually throughout the night.

SLIDE SHOW SCREENS

Also in this room, guests will find a conveniently situated Soft Drink and Water
station right next to our Multi-Flavour Gelato Bar (pictured left) with one of our
friendly staff serving tasty frozen treats after the buffet dinner service.

GELATO BAR

Opposite the Ballroom Doors, in the centre of the floor plan is a separate room
especially for the Buffet. Here guests may ”graze” at their leisure throughout
the middle two hours of the night as staff continually replenish a wonderful
variety of morsels to suit all tastes. Gluten-Free
and Vegan offerings are always included.

There are a total of FOUR different areas offering different
experiences that guests can enjoy at their leisure during their time
here. This has been designed with menus, entertainments and floor
plans MOST conducive to the way young people like to enjoy a
“Stand-Up, Semi-Formal” style of event.
It’s fun, relaxing but still elegant. They can snap photos, dance and
eat to their hearts’ content.
FINGER-FOOD BUFFET

